
Samuel Sullivan
It's a pleasure having you on here, I  go by my name Mr. Samuel Sullivan one of the 
Hiring manager to Fortive Corporation Company, I am here to brief and interview you 
more about the opening position, Please introduce yourself and indicate  your Full 
Name, and Location.

1:10 PM

B

Bonnie Nelson
hi Bonnie Nelson Queensbury ny

1:11 PM

S

Samuel Sullivan
Nice to meet you, As we proceed further with the briefing and interview, you will get to 
know more about the opening position Okay.

1:11 PM

B

Bonnie Nelson



okay

1:12 PM

S

Samuel Sullivan
NOTE: This is strictly an online and work from home job the working hours are flexible 
and you can chose to work from anywhere of your choice the pay is $25/Hr training is 
$15/Hr payment is bi-weekly via direct deposit or paycheck and the maximum amount 
you can work a week is 45 hours. If you are employed you are going to be working as a 
full employee and not an independent contractor

I believe working from home will not be a problem for you ?

1:12 PM

B

Bonnie Nelson
No problem here

1:15 PM

S

Samuel Sullivan



Awesome, You are welcome to your interview section, You have a total of  minutes for 
the Job briefing detail and requirements few questionnaire for the Interview session 
part. A swift response is required shall we get started?

1:21 PM

B

Bonnie Nelson
yes got for it

1:21 PM

S

Samuel Sullivan
ABOUT US:

The Fortive Business System (FBS) is a powerful set of tools and methods that help us 
drive growth and innovation, ensure safety and quality, minimize waste, deliver for our 
customers, lead effectively, and scale our successes. It’s fundamental to who we are 
and how we work, and we continuously adapt and evolve it to propel us forward 
across disciplines, industries, and geographies. We accelerate transformation in high-
impact fields like workplace safety, engineering, and healthcare. We are committed to 
high-tech solutions and high-touch human impact. We give our all for engineers, 
scientists, front line workers, and patients around the world.

Here is our website you can review that as we proceed  https://fortive.com/

Fortive
fortive.com

https://fortive.com/


1:22 PM
Fortive Corporation Affirmations and Diversity:

Fortive Corporation and all Fortive Companies are proud to be equal opportunity 
employers. We value and encourage diversity and solicit applications from all qualified 
applicants without regard to race, colour, national origin, religion, sex, age, marital 
status, disability, veteran status, sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, or 
other characteristics protected by law.

1:24 PM

B

Bonnie Nelson
what position is this for?

1:24 PM
I dont see anything for data entry?

1:24 PM

S

Samuel Sullivan
The opens has been closed after applicant's has been emerged

1:26 PM



B

Bonnie Nelson
so this is for the data entry specialist

1:26 PM
if so continue

1:26 PM

S

Samuel Sullivan
Yes correct Bonnie

1:26 PM

B

Bonnie Nelson
ok proceed if you like

1:26 PM



S

Samuel Sullivan
DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES:

Gathering invoices, statements, reports, personal details, documents and information 
from employees, other departments and clients.
Scanning through information to identify pertinent information.
Correcting errors and organising the information in a manner that will optimize swift 
and accurate capturing.
Creating accurate spreadsheets.
Entering and updating information into relevant databases.
Ensuring data is backed up.
Informing relevant parties regarding errors encountered.
Storing hard copies of data in an organized manner to optimize retrieval.
Handling additional duties from time to time.

1:27 PM

B

Bonnie Nelson
okay

1:27 PM
organising is spelled wrong - this is a sign of scammers....are you yet another scammer

1:28 PM
hello



1:31 PMDelivered


